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 
Abstract— in the article relevance of system development for 
subject search using computational linguistics is considered. The 
basic principles of system functioning are defined. The principle 
of grammar development for information retrieval from the 
partially structured text in a natural language is considered. The 
ranging principle of results of information search is defined. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Nowadays Internet is one of the most important sources of 
information in all fields of knowledge. However constantly 
growing volume of various structure text data makes more 
difficult process of subject search and determination of result 
practical importance for the end user. This circumstance 
negatively affects quality of information support for research 
of any sort. Further, as an example, we will consider subject 
search of electronic educational resources [1] in texts of 
working programs. 
The main modern search services on the Internet such as 
subject directories and search services by keywords show a 
number of shortcomings when scientific information search. 
Firstly, correlation of the document with one or another 
category is not fully automatized, and secondly search results 
are influenced by limitation of demand assignment language. 
Thus, development of the specialized software for subject 
search is rather actual nowadays. [2] 
II. STRUCTURE OF SEARCH SYSTEM 
In very general case the system of subject search can be 
presented in the form of the information and operating 
structural elements. Their interrelation is carried out by some 
mechanism L (Fig. 1).  
A set of internal states of system is formed by a set of 
analyzed internet resources IR. Their processing is defined by 
transition function H from one resource to another (by change 
of internal states) (1): 
 : hH Q IR IR  .          (1) 
 
 
 
 
 
There are not only a set of entrance values Q (system 
request) and output values R (search results), but also 
operators of transformation its forms of representation for the 
user and the system FQ and FR in the structure. 
Functioning of subject search system is time-spaced 
process T of information transformation from entrance value 
Q to output value R (2): 
 : ;T T Q T R  .          (2) 
Generation a set of results is realized by algorithm called 
for system exit function E (3):  
  :E Q IR R  .        (3) 
Feedback mechanism for system regulation is denoted by 
parameter F. Thus system can be represented as an ordered 
set of elements (4):  
, , , , , , , ,Q RS Q R IR F F L H T F  .     (4) 
The main distinctive feature of analytical search system 
from simple search system is the way of demand assignment 
and rating of found resources considering context of chosen 
subject field. View of documents search form can be fully or 
partially taken from the traditional search system [3]. 
III. FORM OF QUERY VIEW  
In subject search inquire represents the model of subject 
field, where key words and relationship is determined. It is 
practical to use for it methods of computing linguistics [4]. 
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Fig. 1.  Generalized structure of a search system. 
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As it was mentioned above, the working program of 
educational module serve as a source for search field in our 
case. 
Formation of model sampling for creation of inquiry 
manually demands certain knowledge in subject domain and 
time. Those are the reasons for need in automation of this 
process.   
Working programs of the Russian higher education 
institutions represent partially structured text which reflects 
subject domain and contains additional information on 
educational process with the repeating blocks. This fact 
causes low efficiency application of statistical methods for 
allocation of keywords by Tsipf method and the subsequent 
formation of terminological builds by t-score and MI-test 
[5][6][7]. In other words, for different disciplines will be 
formed almost identical retrieval of valid and syntactic words 
without display of a subject context For example, discipline, 
subject, section, literature, way, definition, target. 
This problem is seen to be overcome by use of linguistic 
methods. In such documents linguistic analysis could be 
applied correctly only within the isolated text blocks. 
However despite some structuring, this text remains written 
in a natural language, and complexity of its analysis is caused 
by lack of the formal representation. 
As it has been noted in some works [8][9], not all natural 
languages can be distinguished by regular grammars. 
Moreover, the existing languages may contain structures are 
recognizable only by context-dependent grammars [10]. 
However, use of context-free grammars at rules modeling 
provides good approximation to the truth and allows solving 
the majority of applied problems [11]. The semantic analysis 
of the text of the working program requires creation of the 
formal unified text structure, allowing fully displaying 
contents of structural blocks. 
At the same time types and fields layout in the document 
from which text information is taken, define sense and 
communications of this information with other information in 
the document.  
One more complexity consists of slippery character of 
information of a set of structural blocks. One reason lay in 
distinctive types of an academic load for different disciplines. 
For example, for one discipline the curriculum has only 
lectures and laboratory researches, and for another – lectures, 
laboratory researches, a practical training and a term paper. 
Other reason is covered in alternativeness and mobility of 
language norm borders and in statistical nature of separate 
information types [12].  
It should be noted separately reasons for linguistic 
incomplete at formalization: 
1. Continuous development of a natural language. It 
includes appearance of new language units, character 
change of the existing units and rules of their 
compatibility. Especially it is noticeable in 
sublanguages of new subject domains with not well-
established terminology. 
2.  Language features of separate native speakers which 
could not be described and formalized today. 
In Russian language there is much tension around this 
problem due to lack of rigidly regulated sentences 
construction.  
Carrying out the text analysis of working programs the 
following stylistic features has been found:  the text doesn't 
contain figural expressions, estimative adjectives, almost no 
adverbs; the natural language polysemy is minimized by use 
of in advance defined terms. The main language construction 
of text blocks is the grammatical basis with a number of 
additions.  
 The developing grammar of the working program leads to 
right-linear context-free grammar because of the choice of 
highly specialized area of a natural language and existence of 
attributes in grammar. 
Actually this grammar is used for splitting a source text of 
the document for sections and processing most important of 
them for our task. For this purpose accurate observance of 
structure of the document is required, the working program 
consists of in advance defined sequence of sections. 
Top level production rules serve for analysis of top level 
sections. Rules for analysis of sections consist of two parts: 
the first part serves for analysis of the section name, the 
second – for analysis of the section text content. Symbols of 
such grammar can have syntactic attributes. Names of 
semantic attributes are specified in attributes of nonterminal 
symbols. In attributes of terminal symbols syntactic text 
attributes can be specified in addition. Comparison of words 
at analysis is made taking into account their morphology. 
We will consider a fragment of the developed grammar, 
provided by xml-format: 
…<global-rule id="Section4" comment = 
"4.SODERZHANIE DISCIPLINI "> 
<rule><rulerefuri="#Section4Name"/> 
<rulerefuri="#Section4x"/></rule> 
</global-rule> 
<global-rule id="Section4Name" sectionPart ="Name" 
comment="Заголовок раздела 4"><rule><clauseType= 
"NEOPRED"/></rule></global-rule><global-rule 
id="Section4x" frame= "SubTitle" frameSlot="Title" 
comment="4.1 KONTAKTANAYA AUDITORNAYA 
RABOTA""or"comment="4.2 SAMOSTAYATELNAYA 
RABOTA " "or"comment="4.3 KONTAKTNAYA 
VNEAUDITORNAYA RABOTA" 
</rule><ruleref uri="#Section4xContent" /></rule> 
</global-rule> 
<global-rule id="Section4xContent" section-
Part="Content" 
comment=""><rule><rulerefuri="#Section42xInputs" 
minOccurs=""/><rulerefuri="#Section42xOutputs"minOccu
rs=""/></rule> 
</global-rule> 
<global-rule id="Section4xInputs" comment="TEMA"> 
<rule><sentence/><clause/><rulerefuri="#Input"maxOccurs
="unbounded"/> 
</rule></global-rule> … 
In structure of the working program keywords are 
highlighted. Those keywords determine ownership of section 
to the certain nonterminal. 
In rules of grammar there are syntactic attributes and 
attributes which specify degree of the rule implementation: 
1.  Name – the text contain the name of the section. 
2.  Content – the text describe section contents; 
3.  Clause – clause; 
4.  Clause NEOPRED – the clause which does not have 
sense for the description of system structure; 
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5.  Clause TIRE – a fragment with a dash; 
6.  GENIT_IG group – the nominative group connected 
by a genitive case.  
The nominations accepted in the Penn Treebank project are 
used in names of nonterminal symbols. [13] 
Sematic text representation consist of semantic 
representation of separate sentences, which elements are 
definition retrieved from the analyzed text and its semantic 
relations (Fig 2) [14][15]. 
Semantic representation of separate sentences is described 
by algebraic system, similar to the graph with definitions as a 
vertexes, any edge is marked to the semantic relations and 
connects those vertex-definitions which are with each other 
in this relation. 
IV. ASSESSMENT OF SEARCH RESULTS RELEVANCE 
The selection constructed according to the working 
program by search is considered as the reference text. Text 
representation of inquiry is formed using linguistic analysis 
methods at a search query. Data selection is carried out using 
normal form of words from special data structure containing 
information on word usage in texts of documents collection 
in which search is carried out. This structure of data contains 
information on documents texts according to text 
representation. To fill this structure texts of documents were 
preliminary analyzed by linguistic method [16][17]. 
Unlike of exact-match search function [18][19] offered 
approach will solve problem of sentential search by finding 
sentences corresponding to inquiry lexically and syntactic, 
but differ in a form and order of word usage (Fig 3). 
 By sentential search the sentences in the found documents 
are compared with the inquiry sentence so that at least one 
phrase will match to one in inquiry. 
Under the match of phrases we mean presence of all 
syntactic links at the corresponding word usage as a part of 
phrases in reference sentence and found sentence. 
The principle of results ranging of information search is 
defined (5) where the following notations have been 
accepted: 
 ref(ri) – the document weight given by basic algorithm of 
ranging BM25 [20];  
List – amount of the given results on the search page;  
AllList – amount of all search results satisfying to inquiry q; 
col_key(Ki,Cq) – the weight coefficient characterizing 
collocations among matches of a set of keywords to the text 
of the document.  
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(5) Ranging function has to satisfy orderliness property, 
which means that for couple of documents  ,i jr r holds
   i jF r F r , if the document rri more corresponds to 
inquiry q, than the document rrj. 
 The complex algorithm of relevant information finding 
is presented with the help of the flowchart (Fig 4). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.  Semantic image of offers. 
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Fig. 3.  Options of relevant search results. 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.  Complex algorithm of relevant information finding. 
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V. CONCLUSION 
Comparison of efficiency of simulated system and 
traditional information retrieval systems has been carried out 
with the aim of efficiency assessment of the developed 
models and algorithms [21]. Results were compared to a 
reference system – the hypothetical system finding all 
available relevant to this inquiry documents. Comparison was 
carried out by the number of the relevant documents issued 
by systems. (Fig 5)   
It should be noted that distinctions in efficiency are seen in 
process of increase in volume of the worked out array of data. 
At the small sizes of archives (up to 800 documents) 
distinctions in results is becoming more and more obvious. 
The collection of pages of Wikipedia (about 2500 documents) 
was used for simulation. At such size of archive the difference 
in number of the issued relevant documents makes about 15-
20%.  
The further plan of work includes working out increase in 
efficiency of the developed algorithms on large volumes of 
text collections. 
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 Fig. 5.  The number of the issued relevant documents 
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